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Four reasons to use the Wind4 customized information package 

1. Actionable – learn modern manufacturing methods through guided steps 
all customized for your needs.  See that it really can provide you with 
immediate returns 

2. Unbiased –let consultants using low-cost, familiar platforms like Excel and 
Zoom introduce you to Cloud technology  instead of salesmen locking you 
into long-term capex commitments

3. Nondisruptive – all of the steps are mindful of your daily business needs; 
neither installation nor early implementation will interfere with existing 
production

4. Transformative – everyone participates: technicians, engineers, sales, and 
management. When the program is completed your team can continue on
its own.  



Four steps of the Wind4 customized information package

1. Tell us what interests you
• Concerns – what bothers you about Cloud data flow?  Is it data security? cost?
• Needs – where do you see the need for improvement?  Yield?  Productivity?

2. Experience Instant Communication
• A flexible Excel-based TRP app on a tablet, TimeIt, is your first Cloud-connection.  It does not 

require any modifications to your equipment or even to your daily routine;
• No need for paper once TimeIt is operational; it’s not only much better … but it is so efficient 

to use that you can continue using all your paper-based procedures at the same time … for as 
long as you wish.

3. Experience Instant, “invisible”, data collection, storage and Cloud connectivity
• Start with TRP’s Data Flow Suitcase a full-up demonstration of the procedure for getting data 

from sensors to the Cloud, and back to techs and engineers located anywhere there is an 
Internet connection;

• Then, together we select where to apply the same method to your factory production.

4. Integrate the parts into a profit machine The integration of all the ideas into a smoothly 
running, multi-departmental, money-maker.



Step #1: Tell us what interests you
there are reasons you haven’t yet advanced to Industry 4.0 … let’s discuss

• The field of modern manufacturing is vast.  Wind4 can accomplish much 
more than the symbolic progress that McKinsey calls “pilot purgatory.”  It 
can have the long-lasting effect of putting your whole team on a track to 
cost- and time- effectively outmaneuver your competitors.

• The key is participation.  Every department in the factory has a role to play 
– myths to be shattered, creativity to be explored and exploited.  
• Isn’t Cloud data at risk?
• How can Wind4 methods improve production? sales?
• Are TimeIt and Data Flow too complicated for technicians?
• What’s wrong with paper, anyway?

• The result of broad participation and open interaction is a Wind4 program 
that is transformative.



Step #2: Experience Instant Communication
here’s what we mean by an Excel-based app on a tablet

• TimeIt electronic recording is 
superior to written notes:
• The information is immediately 

available to others – supervisors, 
sales, maintenance, etc.

• More than text can be recorded: 
pictures, video, audio can be created 
on-the-spot

• Templates are customized for the 
application
• Usually all have unerasable time 

entries, assuring accuracy of when a 
reported event occurred

• Aside from the tablets themselves, no 
hardware purchase is needed.



TimeIt – example 1: tech/supervisor interaction

• In this application, the user 
required time-stamped notes 
between tech and supervisor.

• The two figures were sent to the 
supervisor
• 1 to  prove/demonstrate the problem

• 2 to determine if there is a quick fix

• This experience is stored and can 
be recalled in the future if needed.



TimeIt – example 2: tech recording of a process

• In this template, time holds a special role: not only the clock reading, but the intervals 
and elapsed time, as well.  

• The template is augmented by A/V files, as noted



TimeIt – example 3: packaging line; 

tech manually entering weight and torque value
TimeIt does automatic statistical analysis and plotting after tech enters data

This data, as all TimeIt data, is immediately shared via the Cloud



Step #3:
Experience Instant, “invisible”, data collection, storage and Cloud connectivity

it’s all in this one suitcase!

• TRP’s Data Flow Suitcase is a 
demonstration unit, designed to be 
placed on a desk or conference 
room table, and show how
• data is generated in a sensor;

• read into an acquisition device;

• stored in a PC;

• sent to the Cloud; 

• and becomes available to users

• The same principles are used when 
hooking up factory sensors
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The Data Flow Suitcase: a look inside 



An application of the Data Flow Suitcase: 
real-time remote observation of a process and the data it generates

Anan 

Not only can Wind4 methods collect and show time-stamped historical data, but they can provide real-time observation, as well.
Your process engineers can develop clear models of what is happening in your process, providing real-time QC 

An acid base titration demonstrable 
from a desktop



Step #4: Integrate the parts into a profit machine
and it’s not just hardware and software that are part of the integration: it’s people, too

• Every factory is different; every successful Wind4 project is unique.

• TimeIt templates designed to handle your specific needs is one area where 
we need to work together; so, too, are the connections in your  factory 
resulting from extracting the data flow methodology from the suitcase 
architecture.  Which areas and which products are best suited initially?

• But these are just the predictable twists and turns.

• Perhaps sales will want a larger role, using Wind4 methods to reach distant 
customers.  Perhaps senior management will determine that the advances 
made during this project are to be expanded factory-wide; perhaps it will 
be decided to purchase a complex new system from an established vendor.  
Either way, the experience gained from having an integrated vision of 
Industry 4.0 will propel a clear, highly efficient advance into the future.



Contact us for more information
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